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Terence tao analysis 1 solutions

This is Hugbubby's current work on the exercises of this good textbook. Send a drag request if you want to fix something and I will review it, but otherwise this will only contain any exercises or problems I have completed so far. Note: Solutions are not guaranteed to be accurate, readable, or elegant. I don't really care if you use this for
your maths exercise, one because you should be graded by exams, and one for the university, but that doesn't mean copying my work is a good idea. Course Information (*) - Course descriptions and textbooks and schedules for 131A, not 131AH, so these pages are just a very preliminary guide to what to expect from the course. Lecture
notes We recommend that you read lecture notes and textbooks simultaneously with (or before) lectures. If you only occasionally read these sources and after the fact (for example, when your home workout is due) then you will not run out of courses. Check samples and other solutions Another additional distribution of logic. You can also
enjoy Lewis Carroll's softer logic puzzles like practice. An additional distribution of set theory. (Errata: in line 21 of page 8, (d) Shows that (A\B) U B = A [...] must be (d) Show that (A\B) U B = A U B [...]. Thank you Edoardo Buscicchio for this adjustment.) An additional hand distribution on the decimal system (optional reading) The concept
of two sets of equal cardinalness if there is a mapping of two nounx between them is visually clear, but there is still some subtleization if one tries to expand this idea in addition to counting only sets. Take a look at the missing square puzzle or the Leprechaun puzzle to see some of those subtles. Practical analysis was developed by
several key mathematicians, mainly in the nineteenth century, including Cantor, Cauchy, Dedekind, Hilbert, Lebesgue, Peano, Riemann and Weierstrass; these links point to biographies of these famous mathematicians. Take Thomas Apostol's book Mathematical Analysis. I am studying for a modern analytical eligibility exam, and
completed a course on actual babies a year ago using Rudin and sometimes refer to Apostol alone for help. Among the ridiculous texts I checked from the library to help me learn qualified analysis (Baby and Mama Rudin, Aliprantis, Folland, Haaser and Sullivan, Bruckner $^2$ and Thomson, Lang, Bass, Berberian, etc.) it's actually still
Apostol's book that I'm learning the most – it doesn't just cover all the topics that matter to me. , but it also has important connections with modern analysis that most texts lack. See, for example, many chapters integrating Riemann and Lebesgue in parallel, and the natural development of Lebesgue integration according to his chapter on a
wide range of functions. There are many examples, counters (showing WHY certain theees appear) and important for analysis that does not get much attention in other texts, such as thorough with double chains and differences under the signs of analysis. Large converged theo theo theos and important consequences are followed by
examples and exercises on the ground with practical functions, not just pushing around $f_n$'s. There is even a chapter dedicated to the Fourier series and analysis, something pushed to the relative angle in Rudin. Rudin is great if you are in the IMO lecture, but not self-taught. Apostol, by comparison, is an actual encyclopedic text that
has an instructor right on the pages. There are solutions to exercises from the first eight chapters or so somewhere online; exercises range from habitual to extremely difficult. The only clamp is the lack of focus on measurement theory. In my mind, lebesgue analysis was developed as a natural extension of Riemann, and several parts of
the measurement theory were included as a secondary note at the end. I personally don't like that development, but it's worth considering if you've never encountered Lebesgue's integration before. Also, as usual for almost any classical practical analysis text, avoid the last chapter (in this case, a too brief summary of Complex Analysis). If
you're looking for something a little toned, but above Bartle or Lay's college text level, I recommend Understanding Analysis, by Stephen Abbott. This is another great book focused on ideas that are currently helping me the most, and it is much more concise than the Apostle. It has Fourier analytical material in the last chapter (just flip over
his copy of Bartle's plug for Gauge analysis). This book has a solution guide with which you can order from the author at a cost if you contact him. Finally, I recommend Pugh's Real Mathematical Analysis. This is relatively heavy on the subject, and the problems are difficult (and there are one or two weird things that require things like
giving the rhyme of the thee or something), but you learn a lot of biology and you even get the image to go along with it. Its disadvantage is that it is extremely chatty. In general, you can not go wrong with Apostol's Mathematical Analysis, perhaps my favorite math book of all time in addition to Ahlfors' Complex Analysis (which you should
also get, even if you have no reason to do so). The two com calculate texts of Apostol are great companions if you also need rubbing, they are the best Analytical texts ever written IMO and lead so naturally into Mathematical Analysis that I consider them a set of three set in some way. Last Updated: February 14, 2021 Analysis, Hindustan
Book Agency Volume I Terence Tao, January 2006. Third published, Hardcover 2014, 368 pages. ISBN 81-85931-62-3 (first edition) This is basically an extended version and cleanup of my lecture notes for Math 131A. In the United States, it is available through the American Mathematical Society. It's part of two episodes; this is my page
for Episode II. It is currently in third place There is no solution guide for this text. Sample chapters (content, natural numbers, set theory, inergers and arguments, logic, decimal, index) — Errata — p. 2, item 3: you can add must be You can add. p. 9, line 5: the right is the left. p. 10, first display: should be . p. 5, line 6 from the bottom up:
should be. (In fact, for pedagogical reasons, it may be a little better to use throughout this example instead .) p. 59, Lemma 3.3.12: f should map Z to W, and h should map X to Y. In the evidence of this lemma (on page 60): is a function from X to Z, and a function from Y to W. tr. 67, the last paragraph: should be . p. 98: In exercise 4.2.1,
Corollary 2.3.7 should be Corollary 4.1.9. In Exercise 4.2.6, should be reasonable numbers, not real. p. 101: In Definition 4.3.9, after, add ; in particular, we define . p. 127: In Exercise 5.3.4: Add (Hint: Use Exercise 5.2.2.). p. 131, line 12 from the bottom up: they could not be larger than they could not be larger. p. 175, Exercise 6.6.3: In
hints, replace referrals by recursive introduction, and insertion; later (two appearances), with parentheses (ignoring conditions when) are inserted after the recursive definition of . Page 181: In Lemma 7.1.4(c), a period is missing at the end. p. 183: In evidence of Bill 7.1.8, should be replaced by every evidence display in which it appears.
p. 197, in the second line of evidence on Bill 7.3.4: the second sum should be instead . p. 216, Exercise 8.1.9: It should be noted that this exercise requires a aedice selected from Section 8.4. p. 220, Lemma 8.2.5: It should be noted that this lemma requires an aedicity of choice from Section 8.4. Likewise, the case in Measure 8.2.6 in
which the uncountable X also requires the astic of choice. p. 227, Exercise 8.3.2: should be. p. 236, last line: for any good set of Y' should be for any good set of medicines with no blank. p. 250: In Definition 9.10.3, there exists a real number . Also add let be a real number to the first sentence of the definition. p. 255, Bill 9.3.9(b): should
be. p. 303, Exercise 10.4.3(a): Limit should be in the set instead . p. 336, line 13: replacing us has made no assumptions about what function may be arbitrary. p. 337, Exercise 11.8.1: Lemma 11.8.1 should be Lemma 11.8.4. p. 337, Exercise 11.8.5: In the last display, it should be . p. 342, Exercise 11.9.1: function f i.m. is insynable so the
function is ins distinguishable. p. 383, first display: should be . p. 387, shown Wednesday: should be . — Errata for the second version (hardback) — p. xii, bottom: solidifed –&gt; solidified. p. xiv, top: to know how to –&gt; to know how to. p. 19. In footnote 2, add: In the opposite direction, if we have , then we can infer ; this is the axedic of
the subsedive (see Appendix A.7) applied to the operation . p. 24, after Definition 2.2.1: definition each inerger should be defined for each natural number . p. 26, after Bill 2.2.6: these notes must be this document. p. 28, Bill 2.2.14: and Let be and let go. p. 30, Lemma 2.3.3: Natural numbers without dividing numbers should not read
Positive Natural Numbers without dividing numbers. p. 32, Definition 2.3.11: Add Special Comments, we define as equal to . p. 37, Example 3.1.10: (why?) should be (why?)). tr. 45: 8-m, where n is... should be 8-m, of which m is a.... In Exercise 3.1.2, add Axiom 3.1 to the list of allowed axioms. In Exercise 3.1.1: (3.1.4) must be Definition
3.1.4. p. 50: In the first line, it is advisable, and should be . p. 55, Exercise 3.3.1: and should and respectively. p. 59: In Lemma 3.4.9, then the ... is a set that should read Then there is a single set of forms ... . That is to say, there is such a set for any , if and only if it is a child's set . P. 61: In Exercise 3.4.8, Axiom 3.1 should be added to the
list of allowed axioms. p. 64: In Listing 3.5.9, it must be . p. 70, the 4th line of lemma evidence 3.6.9: should be . In the 6th line of evidence on Bill 3.6.8: Bill 3.6.4 should be Lemma 3.6.9. After Lemma 3.6.9, add the following comment: Seriously, the expression has not yet been defined. For the purposes of this lemma, we temporarily
define it as the only natural number so that (exists and is unique by Lemma 2.2.10). p. 81, before Lemma 4.2.3: product of a rational number -&gt; product of two rational numbers. p. 84, before Definition 4.2.6: a gap is missing between Bill 4.2.4 and permit. Before this paragraph, add In a similar spirit we define subtraction on reasonables
according to the formula , just as we did with inergers. p. 86: In Definition 4.3.2, the real number must be a billion-dollar number. In definition 4.3.4, be a rational number should be added after Let. p. 88: In Bill 4.3.10(b), the hypothesis n&gt;0 should be added. p. 104, evidence of Lemma 5.3.7; after inciting Bill 4.3.7, add (expand in a clear
way to the case). p. 105, after Bill 5.3.10: should be. p. 108, evidence of Lemma 5.3.15: should be. This suggests that it is advisable to read this suggests that . p. 115: In hints for Exercise 5.4.8, add or Corollary 5.4.10 after using Bill 5.4.9. p. 120: Adding an Additional Exercise, Exercise 5.5.5: Establishing an Analogy of Bill 5.4.14, which
is reasonablely replaced by absurdity. p. 126, evidence of Bill 6.1.4: Bill 5.4.14 should be Bill 5.4.12. P. 134: In Definition 6.2.6(c) (and also on the first line of page 135), it should be . p. 135, Reasoning 6.2.11(b), (c): Replace assumes that with the Assumption that (two appearances). Exercise 6.2.2: Bill 6.2.11 should be The 6.2.11. P.144:
Cor. 6.4.14: Line 4: .. for all should be .. for all p.146: evidence Theo theo set 6.4.18: Replace from Corollary 6.1.17 here with lemma 5.1.15 (or more precisely, an extension of that lemma to real numbers, proven in the same way). p. 151, Exercise 6.6.5: Replacing the formula , explaining why the set is not empty with a recursive formula ,
with convention , explaining why the set is not empty. p. 164, Definition 7.2.2: should be . p. 169, Exercise 7.2.6: How do we add Proposals if we assume not to converge to 0, but instead converge with some other real number?. After Corollary 7.3.2: conditional differentiation should not converge conditionally, similar in Exercise 7.2.13. p.
176: The chain is completely differentiated so it is a chain that does not fully converge. p. 177, Theory 7.5.1: conditional differentiation should not converge conditionally, and the same is completely different so it is not fully converged. Similar to Corollary 7.5.3 on page 179. p. 186, Exercise 8.1.1: This exercise requires the aedicity of
choice, Aedic 8.1. In Exercise 8.1.4. should be. p. 192, evidence of The 8.2.8 theym: completely different should not fully converge (two appearances). p. 196, Comment 8.3.6: Paul Cohen (1934-) should now be Paul Cohen (1934-2007). :-( p. 197, Exercise 8.3.2: should be an injection rather than a bijection. In the definition of , should be
(two appearances). p 198, Example 8.4.2: after the same set, add parentheses (or more precisely, in one-to-one corresponds to). p. 200, Exercise 8.4.1: should be. p. 206, Exercise 8.5.5: should be or . p. 208, Exercise 8.5.19: should be. In exercise 8.5.20, additional hypothesis Assuming that no empty set should be added. P. 214,
Lemma 9.1.21. One needs additional hypotheses We assume that . p. 220, Definition 9.3.6: is -close to should, after limitation, is -close. p. 228, Bill 9.4.7: change three items to four items, and add (d): For each, exist one as such for everyone with . p. 232, evidence of Sub-domain restrictions 9.5.3: following Bill 9.4.7, added (applicable to
subdomaomaing restrictions). p. 252, Bill 10.1.7: Additional hypotheses are needed. Similar to Bill 10.1.10, Reasoning 10.1.13 and Bill 10.3.1. p. 253, Definition 10.1.11: For each should be For every limit point. P. 254, Comment 10.1.14: Leibnitz should be Leibniz (twice occurring). p. 256, Exercise 10.1.1: is also the limit point of should be
, and also a limit point of . p. 257, Definition 10.2.1: should be . p. 262: In evidence of The theym 10.4.2, it should be . p. 271, Comment 11.2.2: The above constant must be the constant above . p. 290: In Exercise 11.6.5, add For this exercise, you can use the second Fundamental Theal of Calculations (The 11.9.4 thee; there is no
circular, because Corollary 11.6.5 is not used in the evidence of that thee. p. 290: In evidence of the Bill in the third screen, it should be . p. 299: In Exercise 11.9.1, the suggestion is misleading (it requires the mean value thee for the analysis and not for the extracts, not mentioned in this text) and should be deleted. — Errata to the third
(hardcover) version — General note: all references to Analysis II need to be re-numbered to take into account the numbering of new chapters (basically, all chapter numbers need to be lowered to 11.) Page 10, footnote: must be . Page 15: In Section 2.1, Guiseppe Peano must be Giuseppe Peano. Page 21: In Comments 2.1.12, add the
parenthetical comment (augmented by adding a zero symbol ) after the introduction of the Roman number system. Page 29: In the hint for Exercise 2.2.5, it should be . Page 34: not all objects are sets, so it doesn't have to be the case that all objects are set. Page 35: Definition 3.1.4 must be given the status of an aedic (a prerequisite of
scalability) rather than a definition, changing all references to this definition accordingly. This requires some changes to the text discussing this definition. Firstly, in the previous paragraph, the definition of the concept of equality will now be to seek to grasp the concept of equality, and formalize this as a definition that should be formalized
this as an aedic. For the following paragraph Listing 3.1.5, delete the first two sentences and delete the word Thus from the third sentence. Exercise 3.1.1 is now trivial and can be deleted. Page 37: In Listing 3.1.10, the singleton set should also be a singleton; in addition, a parenthese must be missing later (why?). In Axiom 3.4, inclusion
factors should be inclusion factors. Page 46: In the first paragraph of Section 3.2, the appearance of the word both is deleted. Page 51: In Comments 3.3.5, the opponent of a function must be the opponent of a function . In Comment 3.3.6, non-set functions must be functions that are not necessarily set, and the same for non-functional a
collections. After fully describing the functionality, add once the domain and scope are specified. In Definition 3.3.7, add two functions and are considered uneven if they have different domain names or different scopes (or both). Page 52: This Concept of Equality paragraph follows the usual aoms (Exercise 3.3.1) should be replaced by
the following comment: It is not immediately clear that Definition 3.3.7 is compatible with the aedicities of equality in Appendix A.7, although Exercise 3.3.1 below provides evidence for this compatibility. There are at least three ways to solve this problem. One is to consider Definition 3.3.7 as an axic of the equality of functions rather than a
definition. Another definition is to provide a clearer definition of a function in which Definition 3.3.7 becomes a thee; for example, one can define a function as a tria trinity in order of consisting of a domain set , a range set and a chart that follows vertical line checks and uses the chart later to determine of each element of the domain (cf.
Exercise 3.5.10). The third way is to start with a mathematical universe that does not have any functions in it and use Definition 3.3.7 to create a larger extension of this universe that contains function objects that work as in Definition 3.3.7. However, this final procedure requires a little more form of logic and model theory than is provided
by this text, and therefore will not be detailed here. Page 54: In Definition 3.3.17, comment that a function is moved to the next section, as the image is not defined until that section. Page 55: In Listing 3.3.22, A prerequisites 2.2, 2.3, 2.4 must be Lemma 2.2.10. In Exercise 3.3.1, add Of course, these statements immediately from the equal
amenity amenity in Appendix A.7 are applied directly to the functions in question, but the purpose of the exercise is to show that they can also be established by instead applying equal athemies to the elements of the domain and the scope of these functions , instead of the functions themselves. Page 60: A missing gap between the and
Zermelo in Remark 3.4.12. Page 64: Justification that the product set given in Review 3.5.8 is not entirely accurate if one is using the definition of n-tuple arranged as defined in Exercise 3.5.2 (one must limit the scope of the tuples to conjecture). Since the correct version of this comment is part of Exercise 3.5.2, the second sentence of
this comment should be replaced with a reference to that exercise. Page 67: In Exercise 3.5.12, it should be . Page 68: In Listing 3.6.2, there is an excess period before parentheses (also the period after the parent should be inside). Page 70: In Lemma Evidence 3.6.9, Now define the function as Should be Now Definition Function. In the
4th line of evidence of Lemma 3.6.9: should be . Page 72: In Exercise 3.6.8, the additional hypothesis should be added that A is not empty. Additionally, the word can then be deleted. Page 82: In the previous footnote Definition 4.2.1, add the first sentence ... and not the No. Similarly, identity cannot be kept simultaneously if identified.
Page 94: In footnotes, Zahlen is German with a number, not a number. Page 97: In Definition 5.1.6 and Definition 5.1.8, should (to be consistent with the following definitions). Page 103: Near Bill 5.3.3, equality law should be a prerequisite for equality, and replacement law should be an alternative a prerequisite. Page 104: In the last line
of evidence of Lemma 5.3.6, finally -close should be final -stable. Page 112: In Definition 5.4.6, if must be iff. Page 123: Lemma 5.6.6(c) should be read as a non-negative real number, and positive if and only positive. Page 124: In Lemma's evidence 5.6.8, should be . Page 135: After Definition 6.2.6, add the following parentheses (also
known as the largest lower limit of . Page 144: Below evidence of Bill 6.4.12, appropriate parentheses should be later (with that condition and limited. In addition, (c) and (d) must be (d) and (e). Page 150: In Listing 6.6.3, it is recommended to insert between and . Page 152: In Exercise 6.6.3, add the following note: To ensure the existence
and uniqueness of the minimum, one needs to instill the principle of good sorting (which we have set out in Table 8.1.4, but the evidence does not rely on any document that has not been presented), or the principle of limitation on the least (The 5.5.9 thee). The same for Exercise 6.6.5. Page 153: In Lemma's evidence 6.7.1, the first equal
sign in the screen must be a sign. Page 158: In Listing 7.1.7, it must be . Page 160: In Reviews 7.1.10, all appearances here should be . Page 162: In the third to last screen, small parentheses near the end of the first term on the RHS should be moved outside (in addition, this pair of parentheses should be made larger). Page 167: In
evidence of Bill 7.2.12, the order must be the order; the same for the order and order . Page 174: In evidence of Bill 7.4.1, and right and respectively. Page 175: In the first sentence, it should be . Page 176: In evidence of Bill 7.4.3, -close to -- close in the final paragraph. Page 188: In proof of reason 8.2.2, it should be . After definition
8.2.1, add For limited set, we apply the convention that strings are automatically considered fully converged.. Taking suprema of this is advisable to take the limit of this as , and by law limit, and an above touch should be by Exercise 7.1.5 and Bill 6.3.8 or Lemma 6.4.13. In the previous display, the first inequality must be an equality. Page
189: Before the final dusplay: convergence for each should converge for each . Page 191: In Lemma 8.2.3, it should be assumeed to be countable, rather than the most countable. Page 193: In Lemma 8.2.7, the last sentence should read Then the series and not absolutely convergent. Page 193: Near the end of the evidence of The 8.2.8
thee, it would be better (a little) if any instead . Page 202: In Exercise 8.4.3, an injection exists; in other words... there should be an injection with an identity map; Special.... (This is necessary to establish the opposite part of the question.) Page 207: In Exercise 8.5.6, it should be . Page 209: In Exercise 8.5.16, it must be . In exercise
8.5.18: Parentheses must be missing after ... which contains . Tthus should be. In Exercise 8.5.20, it should be . Page 212: Under Definition 9.1.1, the open period must be an open period. Page 216: In Definition 9.1.22, it should be . Page 217: In Exercise 9.1.15, the hypothesis should not be added. Page 225: In Listing 9.3.17, undefined
(why) should be unknown (why?). In addition, in textbooks should be in some textbooks. In Exampe 9.3.16, it should be . Page 226: In Listing 9.3.21, all the order here should start from instead of . Page 230: Exercise 11.25.10 should be Exercise 4.25.10 of Analysis II. Page 237: In Exercise 9.3.3, Lemma 9.3.18 must be Project 9.3.18.
Page 257: In Exercise 10.1.6, it should be, and can be distinguished above, so it can be distinguished above. In Exercise 10.1.5, add with the convention that when . Page 264: In Exercise 10.4.2(b), the limits should be exceeded instead of . Page 265: In evidence 10.5.2, convergence should be successful. Page 289: In Exercise 11.6.5,
add For this exercise, you can use the second Basic Theal of Calculations (Reasoning 11.9.4); there is no circle, because Corollary 11.6.5 is not used in the evidence of that thee. Page 295: In the last paragraph of Section 11.8, the parentheses must be added at the end of the penultimate sentence. Page 316: In evidence of Bill A.2.6,
there is a growing number of increases. Page 330: In Example A.7.3, the alternative aedic should read the first alternative aede. Then, at the end of the example, add One can also get more direct conclusions using the second form of the aedic instead.. At the end of the section, add For most applications in analysis, one does not need to
compare objects of different types: for example, if it is a set and is a number, then one does not need to consider the question of whether it is true or false. But for the purpose of implementing the set theory, it is convenient to apply the convention that the automatic statement is false if there are different types; for example, if a person is
treating natural numbers and vectors as objects of different types, then a natural number will not be equal to a vector. But sometimes we override this convention by identifying objects of one type with some of the objects of another type, for example when we identify natural numbers with their partner numbers in inergers or inertals with
their partners in arguments Etc. Technically, this is a sign abuse, but can be tolerated as long as it is verified that there is no violation of the athe premises of equality that occur by doing so. Page 7: In Listing 1.2.6, 19.5.1's thee must be Analysis II's 7.5.1. Page 8: In Listing 1.2.7, Exercise 13.2.9 must be Exercise 2.2.9 of Analysis II. In



Example 1.2.8, Subs. 14.3.3 must be Subs. 3.3.3 of Analysis II. In Example 1.2.9, The 14.6.1 thee must be Analysis II's 3.6.1. Page 9: In Listing 1.2.10, Reasoning 14.7.1 must be Analysis II's 3.7.1. Page 11: In the last line, the comma before The example must be a period. Page 14: Don't even know what to do without even being aware.
Page 15: In Prpoosition 1.2.15, should (two appearances). Page 17: In Definition 2.1.3, adding this Convention is actually an excessive simplification. To see how to properly combine the usual decimal point for numbers for the natural numbers given by the Peano axy, see Appendix B. P. 19: After Praroposition 2.1.8: Aeditus 2.1 and 2.2
must be Aedis 2.3 and 2.4. Page 20: In the evidence of Bill 2.1.11, the period must be in parentheses in both parentheses. In addition, Bill 2.1.11 should be more accurately referred to as Bill Form 2.1.11. Page 23, paragraph 1: removes parentheses on the right in . Page 27: In the last sentence of Definition 2.2.7, the period must be in
parentheses. In proposal 2.2.8, being positive should be some natural positive. Page 29: Add Exercise 2.2.8: Be a natural number, and be an attribute related to natural numbers so that whenever true, is true. Show that if it's true, it's true for all. This principle is sometimes called the principle of touch starting from the basic case . Page 39:
in the sentence before Bill 3.1.18, the word Bill should not be capitaled. Page 41: In the following paragraph Listing 3.1.22, the bracket on the right is finally deleted. Page 45: at the end of the section, add Official, one can call it a set of natural numbers, but we usually abbreviate this into natural numbers for short. We will apply the
following abbreviation in the text; for example, a set of integers will usually be abbreviated to integers. Page 47: In Print already contains itself, then by definition, add of . After On the other hand, if it does not contain itself, add it later according to the definition of , and then, and therefore, add as defined by . Page 48: In the third to last
sentence of Exercise 3.2.3, the period must be in parentheses. Page 49+: changes all range appearances to domains (including in indexes). Before Exercise 3.3.2, add the following paragraph: Hidden in the above definition is the assumption that whenever a set is given two sets and an attribute follows a vertical line check, one can form
a function object. To be precise, this assumption of the existence of the function as a mathematical object should be declared a clear axial; however we will not do so here, as it turns out to be redundant. (More precisely, from the point of view of Exercise 3.5.10 below, it is always possible to encode a function in the form of a sorted
trination that includes the domain, domain name, and graph of the function, creating a way to build functions as objects using operations provided by previous axies.) Page 52: In Listing 3.3.9, replace an arbitrary set with a certain set. Similarly, in Exercise 3.3.3 on page 55, replace the empty function with a blank function into a certain set .
Page 56: After Definition 3.4.1, replace a challenge to the reader with an exercise for the reader. Page 62: Replacing Reviews 3.5.5 with One Can Point out that the Cartesian product is actually a set; see Exercise 3.5.1. Page 65: Divide Exercises 3.5.1 into three parts. Section (a) includes the first definition of a sorted folder; part (b)
additional challenges of the second definition. Then add a section (c): Shows that regardless of the definition of the ordered pair, the Cartesian product is a set. (Hint: first use the alternative aede to show that for any , the set is a set, then apply alternative aedes and alliances.). In Exercise 3.5.2, add the following comment: (Technically,
the construction of this orderly tuple is incompat compatibility with the construction of the order pair in Hand-order 3.5.1, but this does not cause difficulties in practice; for example, one can use the definition of a -tuple arranged here to replace the structure in Exercise 3.5.1 , or one can make a fairly pedantic distinction between an ordered
-tuple and a pair arranged in a person's mathematical inacsacies.) Page 66: In Exercise 3.5.3, replacement follows with appropriate, and finally added in the sense that if these equal aedes have been assumed to keep the individual components of a pair sorted , then they keep a pair ordered. Similarly replace this as follows by this in
accordance with Definition 3.5.1 on page 62. Page 67: In Exercise 3.5.12, add Let be an arbitrary set after the first sentence, and be a word function that comes instead of from to ; should also be a factor rather than a natural number. This generalization will help in setting up Exercise 3.5.13. Page 68: In the first paragraph, the period must
be in parentheses; similar in Listing 3.6.2. Page 71: Evidence of The theym 3.6.12 can be replaced by the following, following the first sentence: By Lemma 3.6.9, then there will be cardinals . But there is equal cardinalite (used as bijection), therefore , which brings the desired contradiction. Then, in Exercise 3.6.3, add using this exercise
to give alternative evidence of Lemma 3.6.12 not using Lemma 3.6.9.. Page 73: In Exercise 3.6.8, add a non-empty hypothesis. Page 77: yin and yang time by positive should be the time when yin and yang are negative. Change we call the integer, to which we call the positive integer and the integer. Page 89: In the first paragraph, insert
Note that when , the definition provided by Definition 4.3.11 coincides with the previously defined response, so there is no incompatity of the notation of the notation caused by this new definition. Page 94, bottom: see Exercise 12.4.8 must see Exercise 1.4.8 of Analysis II. Page 97: In Listing 5.1.10, 1-steady must be 0.1-stable, 0.1-stable
must be 0.01-stable, and 0.01-stable must be 0.001-stable. Page 104: In Lemma Evidence 5.3.7, after referring to 0-closeness, add (where we expand the concept of closeness to inclusion in clear fashion), and after Bill 4.3.7, add (expanded to include case 0-close). Page 112: in the last screen, take the secondary alignment around the
analysis (as in the penultimate screen). Page 113: In the second paragraph of evidence on Bill 5.4.8, Suppose so after the first sentence. Page 122: Before Lemma 5.6.6: root should be root. In (e), add Here ranges over the positive integers, and then decrease, add (i.e. whenever). One can also replace it with clarity. Page 123, near the
top: is the following repeal law should be another proof of repeal law from Bill 4.3.12(c) and Bill 5.6.3. Page 124: In Lemma 5.6.9, add (f) . Page 130: Before Corollary 6.1.17, we saw whether we should have. Page 131: In Exercise 6.1.6, it should be . Page 134: In the following paragraph Definition 6.2.6, add parentheses on the right after
the largest lower limit of . Page 138: In the second paragraph of Section 6.4, it must be in mathematical mode (three cases). After in evidence on Bill 6.3.10, add (here we use Exercise 6.1.3.). Page 140: In the first paragraph, it is recommended to be in mathematical mode. Page 143, penultimate paragraph: adds parentheses to be later
and limited. Page 144: In Comments 6.4.16, calculations should be allowed. Page 147: (see Chapter 1) must be (see Chapter 1 of Analysis II). page 152?: In the last paragraph, even if iversible, should be even if iversible. Page 153?: In the last paragraph, this opponent shows that if , it should be said that this opponent shows that if .
Page 153: Just before Bill 6.7.3, Section 6.7 must be Section 5.6. Page 161: In Note 7.1.12, changing the rule will fail to a rule that may fail. Page 163: In evidence of Corollary 7.1.14, the jaw should be replaced by its inverse (he therefore determined by . In Exercise 7.1.5, Exercise 19.2.11 must be Exercise 7.2.11 of Analysis II. Page 166:
In Comments 7.2.11 further however, we caution that in most other texts the term conditional convergence means in the later sense (that is, a chain of convergence but not complete convergence). Page 172: In Corollary 7.3.7, may be considered a real number rather than reasonable, as long as we refer to Bill 6.7.3 next to each mention
of Lemma 5.6.9. Page 175: Need to insert space first (why?) in front of the first screen. Page 176: In Exercise 7.4.1, add What happens if we think it's just one-to-one, rather than rising?. Add a new exercise 7.4.2.: Get an alternative proof of Bill 7.4.3 using Bill 7.4.1, Bill 7.2.14, and show the differences and . (This evidence is by Will
Ballard.) Page 177: At the beginning of proof of the 7.5.1 theom, add Under Bill 7.2.14(c), we can assume without losing the generality that (in any sectioniculaar is well defined for any ).. Page 178: In the evidence of Lemma 7.5.2, after selecting , adding without loss of generality, we can assume that . (This is necessary to obtain n ^ later
origins in evidence.) One can also replace and with and accordingly. Page 186: In Exercise 8.1.4, Project 8.1.5 must be Corollary 8.1.6. Page 187, After Definition 8.2.1, parenthetical (and Proposition may be deleted. Page 188: In the last paragraph, after calling Bill 6.3.8, convergence for each should converge for each. Page 189, center:
in Why? use touch, use should be capitaled. Page 190: In comments after Lemma 8.2.5, countable sets must be at the most countable level. Page 193: In Exercise 8.2.6, both summaries should instead be . Page 203: Under Definition 8.5.8, each non-empty child set has a minimum of one non-empty child set that has a minimum of one.
Page 203: In Bill 8.5.10, Prove It True should be Then is true. Page 204: Before let's define a special class...., add From there we edit such a strict upper limit function . Page 205: Good affirmation requires more explanations. Replace Therefore, this set is good, and therefore must be contained in equals: Now we claim that it is good. By
the previous discussion, it was enough to show that when . If this is clear since in this case. If instead, then give some good . Then the equal set (why? use the previous observation that every element of is the upper limit for all good) and the statement then follows as well. By definition , we conclude that good ath set is contained in . Page
206: Elimination of parenthetical (also known as transfinite touch principle) (as well as index reference), and in Exercise 8.5.15 using Zorn's lemma instead of the transfinite in touch principle. Page 208: In Exercise 8.5.18, Tthus should be. Page 215: Exercise 9.1.1 should be moved to after Exercise 9.1.6, as the most natural evidence of
the previous exercise using the following exercise. Page 216: In Exercise 9.1.8, add a non-empty hypothesis. Page 221: At the end of Comments 9.3.7, it should be . Page 222: Replace the second sentence of evidence on Bill 9.3.14 by Let's be a series of arbitrary elements which converge into . Page 223: Near the bottom, under Why?
use touch, use should be capitaled. Page 224: In Listing 9.3.17, (why) should it be (why?). In Listing 9.3.16, drop the set must be drop set and change to . Page 230: In Exercise 9.4.1, the six equivalents must be six meanings. Exercise 4.25.10 must be Exercise 4.25.10 of Analysis II. Page 231: In the second paragraph after Example
9.5.2, Section 9.4.7 must be 9.3.9. Page 232: In the evidence of Bill 9.5.3, in parentheses (Why? reason...), the should be capitalified. Bill 9.4.7 should be replaced by Definition 9.3.6 and Definition 9.3.3. Pages 233-234: In Definition 9.6.1, replace if with iff in both appearances. Page 235: In Definition 9.6.5, replace Let... with Be a set of
children, and let.... Page 237: Add Hand exercise 9.6.2: If it's restricted functions, show and also restricted functions. If we further assume that for all , is it true to be bound? Prove this or give a counterexample. Page 248: Comments 9.9.17 are incorrect. The last sentence can be that's how it is Note specifically that Lemma 9.6.3 follows
the combination of Bill 9.9.15 and Theos 9.9.16. Page 253: In the previous paragraph Corollary 10.1.12, the latter and the above definition, add , as well as the fact that an automatic function is continuous at every isolated point of its domain. Page 256: In Exercise 10.1.1, it should be . Page 257: In Definition 10.2.1, replace Let... with Be a
set of children, and let.... In Listing 10.2.3, delete the final use of the local. In Comments 10.2.5, it should be . Page 259: In Exercise 10.2.4, delete the reference to Corollary 10.1.12. Page 260: In Exercise 10.3.5, it should be . p. 262. In parentheses ending $latex f^{-1} is a bijection, a period should be added. Page 263: In Exercise
10.4.1(a), Section 9.8.3 may be replaced by Bill 9.4.11. Page 264: In Subs. 10.5.2, the distinguishable hypothesis can be weakened to continuous and distinguishable above, only to be assumed to be non-equal instead . In the second paragraph of the evidence convergence should be the convergence of the city . Page 265: In Exercise
10.5.2, Exercise 1.2.12 must be Example 1.2.12. Page 267: In Definition 11.1.1, add is nonempty and before the following attribute is true, and delete refers to the empty set in Listing 11.1.3. At the beginning of Appendix A.1, the relationship between them (complementary, equal, discriminating, etc.) must be the activity between them
(complementary, human, distinguished, etc.) and the relationship between them (equality, inequality, etc.). Page 276: In evidence of Lemma 11.3.3, inequality should ultimately relate to the RHS rather than . Page 280: In Comments 11.4.2, add We also observe from Method 11.4.1(h) and Note 11.3.8 that if Riemann can integrate during a
closing period, then . Page 282: In Corollary 11.4.4, replace it with , defined by, and add it to the end (To prove the last part, observe that .) Page 288: In Exercise 11.5.1, (h) should (g). Page 291: In the previous paragraph Definition 11.8.1, delete the following sentences as follows. In Definition 11.8.1, the addition of monotonous
hypothesis increases, and is a period of time, and changes the definition as follows. (i) If empty, set . (ii) If it is a point, set , with the convention (resp. $\lim_{x \to a^-; x \in X} \alpha(x)$) as the right end (resp. left) of . (iii) If, set latex I = [a,b)$, or , set to equal, or respectively. After the definition, note that in special cases when constantly,
the definition of to simplify to . Page 295: In evidence of The 11.9.1 the following penultimate screen , one can replace the rest of the evidence of continiity with this implying that continly is even (in fact it is lipschitz continuously, see Exercise 10.2.6), thus constantly. Page 297: In Definition 11.9.3, replace it all with all the limitations of . In
the evidence of The 11.9.4 The insertion at the beginning of the Request is trivial when , so suppose , so in all points of are limit points.. Page 298: After asserting , add note that , distinguishable, is continuous, so we can use simplified formulas for lengths as opposed to more complex formulas in Definition 11.8.1. Page 299: In Exercise
11.9.1, should be located instead of . In Exercise 11.9.3, it is recommended to lie instead . Page 300: In proof of the 11.10.2 theym 11.2.16(h) must be The 11.4.1(h) thee. Page 310: in the last line, all logical equivalents must be all logically equivalent. Page 311: In Exercise A.1.2, the duration must be in parentheses. Page 327: In
evidence of Bill A.6.2, it can be improved to ; the same for the first line of page 328. In addition, the average value theemable can be given a reference of Corollary 10.2.9. Page 329: At the end of Appendix A.7, add We will use symbols to show that a mathematical object is being identified by a mathematical object . Page 334: In the last
paragraph of evidence of B.1.4's the thee, a number with only one decimal expression must be a number with only one decimal expression. Note that the first version paperback number differs from the number of second (or third) hardcover pages, which should be remembered when applying the second version errata to the first version.
(However, the section, theem and the numbering of exercises are virtually unchanged.) Thanks Adam, James Ameril, Paulo Argolo, José Antonio Lara Benítez, Dingjun Bian, Philip Blagoveschensky, Tai-Danae Bradley, Brian, Eduardo Buscicchio, Matheus Silva Costa, Gonzales Castillo Cristhian, Ck, Kevin Doran, Lorenzo Dragani,
Evangelos Georgiadis, Elie Goudout, Ti Gong, Cyao Gramm, Christian Gz., Ulrich Groh, Minyoung Jeong, Erik Koelink, Brett Lane, David Latorre, Matthis Lehmkühler, Bin Li, Percy Li, Ming Li Manor Mercedes Mata, Simon Mayer, Pieter Naaijkens, Vineet Nair, Cristina Pereyra, Huaying Qiu, David Radnell, Tim Reijnders, Issa Rice, Eric
Rodriguez, Pieter Roffelsen, Luke Rogers, Feras Saad, Gabriel Salmerón, Vijay Sarthak, Leopold Schlicht, Marc Schoolderman, Rainer aus dem Spring, SkysubO, Sundar, Karim Taha, Chaitanya Tappu, Winston Tsai, Kent Van Vels, Andrew Verras, Daan Wanrooy, John Waters, Yandong Xiao, Hongjiang Ye , Luqing Ye, Muhammad Atif
Zaheer, and math students 401/501 and Math 402/502 at the University of New Mexico for repairs. Tweaking.
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